
REGISTERED V UNREGISTERED 
 
RP / D = registered proprietor with indefeasible title (ie Bank)  
P = person suing D who has indefeasible title  
X = fraudulent person (potential agent)  
 
 
Prima facie, [RP] as the registered proprietor has the benefit of indefeasibility which confers ‘immunity from 
attack’ granted by the state (Lord Wilberforce in Frazer v Walker) per s42 TLA.  
 

- This is conclusive evidence of legal ownership which will cure any defects in their title (s41).  
- The interest is paramount, and only burdened by the interests recorded on the Register, or if listed in 

s42(2) (s42(1)).  
- As [RP] has indefeasible title, [RP] is still protected even if he may have notice of a previous interest 

in the land (s43).  
 
Although [RP] is ‘absolutely free from all other encumbrances whatsoever’ (s42), [RP] is still burdened to the 
exceptions of indefeasibility. While [P] is in a vulnerable position, he can challenge the enforceability to 
establish that the [title/mortgage] is not indefeasible.  
 

- Fraud  
o Forgery or impersonation  
o False attestation 
o Reckless indifference / wilful blindness 
o Verbal assurances and misrepresentation to induce a transfer 
o Repudiation after making a genuine representation  

- S87A overlay 
- Relief in personam  
- Inconsistent legislation  
- Volunteers 
- Paramount interests s42(2) TLA 

o Reservations in the crown grant  
o Adverse possession rights  
o Public rights of way 
o Easements  
o Tenants in possession (including option to renew lease, but not to purchase) 
o Unpaid rates and taxes  

- Compensation entitled under Insurance Fund (not an indefeasibility exception) 
- Registrar’s power to correct errors 

 
 
IMPORTANT: 
If RP is stripped of its indefeasibility, it takes away their priority à but they may still be left with a 
competing equitable interest in effect à priority dispute.   



FRAUD 
 
[P] will argue that the [title/mortgage] was procured by fraud per s44, which is also an express exception in 
s42. 
 
(1)  Kind of Fraud 
 
(1.1) Forgery or Impersonation (Grgic) 
 

- This is clearly actual dishonesty as [X] is actively seeking to defeat [P]’s interest (Grgic).  
- Requisite moral turpitude (Assets). 

 
(1.2) False Attestation (Russo; AGC) 
 
Red flags: not witnessing/attesting signature  
 

1. Subjective test: [X] knew that [P] would be –  
 

- Deprived of an interest OR that the Registrar would be misled AND 
 

o AGC v De Jager: lodging a known defrauded instrument for registration in knowledge that 
the witness was not present for execution, must decry of the registration an honest belief that 
it is a genuine document on which the Registrar can act. False attestation is not a mere 
formality, but a false representation to the Registrar.  

 
- Understood the significance of the consequences (Russo) AND  

 
o Russo v BBS: naïve law clerk (employee of an agent) falsely attested a forged signature ≠ not 

fraud.  
§ No wilful or conscience disregard and violation of others’ rights 
§ No intention to adversely affect the rights of another  
§ No evidence she was aware of or appreciated the significance of her role or 

attestation on putting the doc on path to registration  
§ Cf AGC’s employee’s level of understanding  

 
2. [D] knew he was falsely attesting OR was reckless as to the mortgagor’s identity  

 
✔ AGC v De Jager ✘ Grgic v ANZ 

• AGC employee noticed DJ’s signature had not 
been witnessed + KNEW of false attestation à 
let forged mortgage be registered anyway 

• ANZ manager didn’t properly verify 
identification (no licence or passport) = less 
than meticulous banking practices 

Both no moral turpitude or personal dishonesty on Bank’s part, BUT: 
• BUT employee’s knowledge of false attestation 

= fraud of registrar (decisive factor).  
• Presenting doc known to be defrauded and 

improperly executed = fraud. 

• No conscious belief of falsity of docs – relied on 
honest belief of genuine doc (cf AGC).  

• No evidence ANZ were seeking to take unfair 
advantage of G Snr ≠ not actual fraud.  

 
3. If relevant: may aggregate knowledge of the employee of an agent to the agent (unsettled) (Russo).  

 
- Russo v BBS: Solicitor (agent of BBS) did have legal knowledge to understand the consequences of 

putting the doc on path to registration, but unaware of fraud or false attestation (no moral wickedness 
here) ≠ not liable.  

o Defrauded party argued she could aggregate clerk’s false attestation and agent’s lodgement + 
understanding of consequences à possible, but didn’t occur as still no conscience dishonesty.  


